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Abstract. Evidence is univocal, not equivocal. Its implications don’t depend
on our beliefs or values, the evidence says what it says. But that doesn’t mean
there’s no room for rational disagreement between people with the same evidence.
Evaluating evidence is a lot like polling an electorate: getting an accurate reading
requires a bit of luck, and even the best pollsters are bound to get slightly di�erent
results. So even though evidence is univocal, rationality’s requirements are not
“unique”. Understanding this resolves several puzzles to do with uniqueness and
disagreement.

You believe P, let’s suppose. Could you have thought otherwise? More exactly:
could you have reached a di�erent conclusion from the same evidence, without

being any less rational or justi�ed?
On the one hand, it seems you could. Slight variations in opinion are commonplace

and can seem quite reasonable, even once all the evidence and arguments are out
on the table. When the evidence is complex and con�icted, signi�cant variation
can seem almost inevitable. On the other hand, there’s something awkward about
standing by one interpretation of the evidence while acknowledging that another is
just as good. Why favour your interpretation if your fellow’s is equally reasonable?

Some say the old Enlightenment ideal of evidence-based objectivitywas overblown.
Evidence is not the all-powerful beacon of rational light it’s sometimes taken to be.
Rather, much of what it says depends on help we supply articulating its implications.
Interpretive assumptions we make, or values we hold, a�ect what conclusions the
evidence supports.
�e Jamesian pragmatist tradition sees evidence as open to di�erent interpreta-

tions depending on one’s epistemic values, for example (James, 1897; Levi, 1967, 1980).
Subjective Bayesians hold that evidence says almost nothing about the probability of
a hypothesis without help from our prior beliefs, which can vary wildly (de Finetti,
1937; Howson & Urbach, 2006; Je�rey, 1983b; Ramsey, 1931). And some feminist
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empiricists hold that auxiliary assumptions chosen based on ethical and political
values are needed to interpret evidence, since evidence underdetermines theory
(Anderson, 2004; Longino, 1990, 2002).
�ese are examples of relativist epistemologies.�ey make the correct interpreta-

tion of one’s evidence relative to background beliefs, epistemic values, or political
values. Whether body of evidence E supports P depends on a third relatum.

Contra relativism however, evidence is actually univocal. Its implications are
absolute, not relative to a system of beliefs or values.�e evidence says what it says,
and it is our job to �gure out what that is. At the same time though, there is more
than one path to take in exploring what the evidence says.�us there is more than
one interpretation for reasonable people to arrive at a�er exploring the same body of
total evidence.

In the lingo of recent debates, Feldman’s (2007) ‘uniqueness thesis’ is false. But
a closely related thesis I’ll label ‘univocity’ is true.1 Evidence speaks univocally,
not equivocally. To think otherwise is to stand on unstable ground. Whichever
interpretation of the evidence one embraces, a contrary interpretation must be
deemed equally good, thereby undermining commitment to the �rst interpretation
(White, 2005, 2013). Recent attempts to purge relativism of this instability fail, as
we’ll see in the �rst part of this paper (§§1–3).

Nevertheless, �eeing from relativism all theway to uniqueness goes too far. Unique-
ness fails to account for the realities of how humans process evidence. Most inter-
esting, perhaps: taking account of these realities sheds light on puzzles to do with
variations in opinion and disagreements between peers, as we’ll see in the paper’s
later parts (§§4–7).

1. The Instability Problem

Epistemologies that allow di�erent reactions to the same total evidence have come
to be called permissive. Subjective Bayesianism is one example of a permissive
epistemology. Jamesian pragmatism and feminist empiricism are others, at least in
certain versions.
�ese epistemologies are permissive because they are relativist. Because people

with the same evidence can di�er in their background beliefs, epistemic values, or
political values, the same evidence can support di�erent conclusions for di�erent
people. Although I reject relativism, I do embrace a di�erent form of permissivism to
be explained below (§4). Nevertheless, we’ll focus on permissivism for now, since the

1Kopec & Titelbaum (2016) similarly distinguish between doxastic and propositional versions of
the uniqueness thesis.
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“instability” challenge I’ll press against relativism is typically viewed as a challenge
for permissive epistemologies in general.

I’ll also focus on subjective Bayesianism as an example because of its popularity,2

and because its formal character is useful for illustrating certain points. For example,
it’s fairly easy to see why subjective Bayesianism is permissive. According to it, a
subject who acquires evidence E should set her new degree of belief in P to match her
prior, conditional degree of belief p(P ∣ E).3 But di�erent people can have di�erent
prior degrees of belief. Any degrees of belief that obey the probability axioms provide
a rational starting point for inquiry,4 and the probability axioms are notoriously weak
constraints. You can start with p(P ∣ E) = 1/10, I can start with p(P ∣ E) = 9/10. If we
then acquire the same total evidence E, we’ll end up with very di�erent views about
P. I’ll think it’s probably true, you’ll think it’s probably false.

Against such permissive views,White (2005, 2013) defends a thesis Feldman (2007)
dubs Uniqueness.

Uniqueness: Given one’s total evidence, there is a unique rational doxastic attitude
that one can take to any proposition.

If you and I share total evidence E, we can’t draw di�erent conclusions about P, at
least not without one of us making a mistake. If I’m right to conclude P, you are
wrong to conclude ¬P. You can’t even suspend judgment about P. �e uniquely
correct attitude is belief in P. Likewise for degrees of belief. If I’m right to be 9/10
certain that P, and you have the same total evidence as me, then you would be wrong
to be 1/10 certain of P, or even 8/10 certain.

Why think evidence is so restrictive? Why not allow that we can draw di�erent
conclusions from E, especially if our background beliefs about E’s bearing on P are
di�erent? Permissive epistemologies tend towards a kind of internal instability.5

�ey allow us to embrace one set of beliefs while simultaneously acknowledging that
an alternative view is just as good. But acknowledging that a second perspective is
equally legitimate threatens our commitment to the �rst. How can we favour one
view over another if they are equally good?

2In particular, I am concerned to respond to authors like Douven (2009), Kelly (2013), Meacham
(2014), and Schoen�eld (2014), who either express sympathy for subjective Bayesianism or defend it
outright.

3�is is the rule of conditionalization (Talbott, 2001).
4Additional requirements are o�en imposed, like regularity (Shimony, 1955), re�ection (van

Fraassen, 1984), or the Principal Principle (Lewis, 1980). We’ll focus on the naive version stated
here for simplicty.

5More accurately, relativist epistemologies have this tendency. But we’ll attend more carefully to
this di�erence later.
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Take subjective Bayesianism again as an example. Given your prior probabilities,
observing a string of green emeralds makes it likely the next emerald observed will
be green. But you must acknowledge, it would be just as rational to expect the
next emerald to be blue, if one had “gruesome” prior probabilities instead. Although
strange, gruesome probabilities are consistent with the laws of probability. If evidence
can be so radically �ckle though, what’s it good for? Why even bother examining
evidence if it can be interpreted any which way? Indeed, it seems you’re at least as
likely a priori to hit on a misleading interpretation as you are to be guided by the
evidence to the truth.�e next emerald could be orange, or purple, or yellow. . . you
happen to favour an interpretation of the evidence that points to green. But with so
many other, equally rational interpretations available, how can you favour just one
with any con�dence?

Note that this challenge assumes what Kopec & Titelbaum (2016) call “acknowl-
edged permissive cases”, where the agent realizes she is in a permissive case. Cohen
(2013) defends a form of permissivism which denies such cases. However, we will
focus on “acknowledged permissivism” here, since relativist views typically posit
acknowledged cases. �ey claim to identify the third relatum evidential support
is relative to, and that third variable is typically something we have at least some
grip on: prior probabilities, epistemic values, or political values. So on these views,
permissive cases will be acknowledged cases, at least sometimes.

White (2005, 2013) presses the instability problem further by extracting an es-
pecially absurd consequence: belief toggling. If factors besides the evidence a�ect
what the evidence says, like background beliefs or values, then by manipulating
these factors we can alter what beliefs our evidence supports. By embracing di�erent
prior probabilities, ones that favour grue over green, you can alter what conclusion
your evidence supports. Instead of being highly con�dent the next emerald will be
green, you can be highly con�dent the next emerald will be blue. And if the blue
conclusion eventually bores you, you can switch back to the prior probabilities you
had originally, and return to being con�dent the next emerald will be green.

Some Bayesians respond that you can’t just change your prior probabilities (Dou-
ven, 2009; Meacham, 2014). Your prior degrees of belief are whatever they were
before the string of green emeralds was observed. Degrees of belief can be updated
when new evidence is acquired, but Bayesianism doesn’t allow changing beliefs on a
whim. It only allows changes in response to new evidence, as determined by your
previous degree of belief p(P ∣ E).

Kelly (2013) responds in a similar vein. He notes that Bayesianism is only inter-
personally permissive, not intrapersonally permissive. It permits di�erent people
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to reach di�erent conclusions given the same evidence, but only when they have
di�erent beliefs prior to acquiring the evidence.

P ¬P

E E

Figure 1. Interpersonal

E

P¬P

Figure 2. Intrapersonal

Bayesianismdoesn’t allow a single person to “choose” between two contrary responses
to a piece of evidence. If your prior beliefs say P is probably true given E, then when
you learn E, there is only one view youmay take on P: it’s probably true. You are then
“locked in” to that judgment. You can’t do anything to change the fact that, before
learning E, you had a high conditional degree of belief p(P ∣ E).�at’s in the past.

Schoen�eld (2014) o�ers a di�erent response to the instability challenge, one
independent of the Bayesian framework. According to Schoen�eld, evidence has to
be interpreted relative to one’s epistemic standards. Roughly, your epistemic standards
are the patterns of inference you think are truth-conducive.6 Di�erent people can
have di�erent epistemic standards, with full rationality. And these di�erences will
oblige them to draw di�erent conclusions from the same evidence.

What’s to stop you switching epistemic standards, and thus toggling your beliefs? If
you don’t like what your evidence is telling you, why can’t you just switch to standards
that support a more pleasing interpretation? Because then you’ll believe falsely, at
least by your present lights.�e standards you hold now tell you that competing sets
of standards are misleading, less truth-conducive. Your current standards are the
ones you think lead to the truth, by hypothesis. So if you switch to others, you will
be setting yourself on the road to the false.

Neither of these responses to the instability problem proves satisfactory.7 We’ll
start by uncovering the fault in the Bayesian reply of Douven and Meacham.�at

6Bayesian probabilities can be interpreted as encodings of epistemic standards, rather than as
degrees of belief. But Schoen�eld’s central claim isn’t wedded to the Bayesian formal framework.

7Other responses merit consideration, though we can’t engage with them here. For example,
Ballantyne & Co�man (2011) note that externalist epistemologies can be permissive in a way, without
being unstable. Since my main concern here is with epistemologies that make evidential support
relative to internal factors, like background beliefs or values, I won’t engage with this point here. Along
with Douven (2009), they also note that inference to the best explanation might underwrite another
kind of permissive, yet stable, epistemology. If P is the best explanation for E, one agent might conclude
that P is true, while another who hasn’t conceived of P does not. White would likely reply that these
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will unearth a more general point, which guides us to the �aw in Schoen�eld’s appeal
to epistemic standards. We’ll then be in a position to identify what’s really wrong
with Uniqueness, and turn our attention to the correct view based on ‘univocity’.

2. The Bayesian Reply

According to the Bayesian reply advocated by Douven (2009) and Meacham (2014),
Bayesianism is only interpersonally permissive. People with di�erent priors can
draw contrary conclusions from the same body of evidence. But given whatever
priors you have, there is only one conclusion to be drawn about P from evidence
E. Your credence in P must match your conditional prior, p(P ∣ E). So you cannot
belief-toggle.
�e trouble for this response begins with a mundane observation: we can, and

o�en do, revisit and re-evaluate evidence. On the orthodox version of subjective
Bayesianism, evidence is only ever evaluated once. When a subject learns E, she
adjusts her degree of belief in P to match her previous conditional degree of belief
p(P ∣ E). A�er that, she never reconsiders what E tells her about P ever again. Yet
in reality, we o�en go back and re-evaluate our evidence for P. Especially when we
want to be sure we’ve evaluated that evidence correctly.
�e orthodox model is well known to be unrealistic in this regard. But subjective

Bayesianism is usually billed as a theory of ideally rational agents. So why does it
matter if it makes no place for something we non-ideal agents do? Because making
sense of what we non-ideal agents are doing has implications for ideal and non-
ideal agents alike. Brie�y, the reason is that we don’t re-evaluate evidence using the
probabilities dictated by our past degrees of belief. Instead, we use other probabilities.
And choosing those other probabilities opens subjective Bayesianism up to the
belief-toggling problem.

To begin, notice that our views about evidential support aren’t always re�ected in
our current degrees of belief, as orthodox Bayesianism traditionally supposes.�e
reason is familiar from the literature on old evidence (Glymour, 1980). Once you
have evidence E, your degrees of belief are such that p(P ∣ E) = p(P).8 Looking
at the conditional probability of P given E is useless now as a way of assessing E’s
bearing on P. Your degree of belief in P already re�ects your previous evaluation

agents have di�erent total evidence, since one knows that P is a possibility and the other doesn’t. But
assessing this dispute would take us too far a�eld, so I won’t pursue it here.

8�at’s assuming p(E) = 1. What if instead p(E) is merely close to 1, because we are fallible even
with evidence?�e problem would still arise for agents infallible about their evidence. And that would
be enough for present purposes. But even for fallible agents who merely assign p(E) ≈ 1, essentially
the same problem arises, as Earman (1992) and Christensen (1999) show.
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in light of E. If you want to revisit E’s bearing on P, you must step back from your
current perspective.

Step back to where?�e natural answer is that you step back to your past perspec-
tive, from before you learned E. But notice, when you say that E is evidence for P,
you are expressing a view you hold now. You aren’t reporting an autobiographical
fact, but rather articulating something about how you see things in the present. For
example, you might be explaining that you believe P because you have good evidence
for it, namely E.�is present view you are expressing may align with the view you
held in the past, before learning E. But it remains true that you are expressing a view
you hold today, whether you held the same view yesterday or not.

So there seems to be some sense in which, for you, p(P ∣ E) > p(P) now. But
the relevant probabilities here can’t be your degrees of belief about P, E, and their
Boolean combinations.�ose degrees of belief are such that p(P ∣ E) = p(P).

Traditionally this point has been made in the literature on old evidence using
examples of non-ideal agents, agents who fail to be logically omniscient.9 �is
can make it appear as if the point is somehow limited to non-ideal agents, so that
Bayesians concerned solely with ideal agents can safely ignore it. But that appearance
is illusory.

Non-ideal examples do make it especially vivid that assessments of evidential
support in the present are not autobiographical. Take a case where the agent conceives
an explanation only a�er discovering the explanandum.10 In such a case, p(P ∣ E)
isn’t well-de�ned until a�er p(E) = 1. So there is never a time when p(P ∣ E) > p(P),
if probabilities are always degrees of belief.

Once we see that assessments of evidential support are not autobiographical, we
can apply the point generally—to ideal Bayesian agents as well as to non-ideal agents.
For the ideal agent, there may always be a past time when her degrees of belief
were such that p(P ∣ E) > p(P). But her present view that E is evidence for P is no
more autobiographical than the non-ideal agent’s was. So that can’t be what she is
articulating when she says that E is evidence for P.�ere must be some other sense
in which E probabili�es P for her now, even though her present degrees of belief are
such that p(P ∣ E) = p(P).

9See Garber (1983), Je�rey (1983a), Niiniluoto (1983), Eells (1990), and especially (Earman, 1992,
130-1) for excellent discussions of the issues here.

10Glymour’s famous example of Einstein and Mercury’s perihelion is one such case. �ough it
introduces complications, because Einstein failed to be logically omniscient in two di�erent ways, what
Earman (1992) labels LO1 and LO2.�e cleaner kind of case, for our purposes, is one where the agent
only fails logical omniscience in the second sense: she isn’t aware of every possibility from the outset.
I’m grateful to an anonymous referee for pressing me to clarify this point.
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Many contemporary subjective Bayesians thus introduce the notion of ‘hypothet-
ical priors’ (Meacham, 2008).11,12 �e rough idea is that the agent hypothetically
deletes E from her total body of evidence and constructs a probability function
di�erent from her present credence function (and perhaps from her past credence
functions too).13 �is probability function re�ects “the way the agent her/himself
views the problem” now, but with evidence E bracketed (Howson & Urbach, 2006,
300). And it’s this probability function which underwrites her present view that E is
evidence for P.�us we have probabilistic commitments which aren’t encoded in
our current degrees of belief about P, E, and their Boolean combinations.

It’s not clear from the Bayesian literature what hypothetical priors are in psycho-
logical terms, if they are not the agent’s credences in P, E, etc. Are they beliefs with
other contents, e.g. second-order beliefs about what your �rst-order beliefs ought to
be, given this or that body of evidence? Are they instead �rst-order attitudes, but of
a special kind or mode? Subjective Bayesians are tight-lipped here, so we can’t say.

But whatever the psychological details, the problem for subjective Bayesians is
to say why hypothetical priors shouldn’t be toggled. When you step back from
your belief about P, and re-evaluate E’s import in light of your hypothetical priors,
conditionalization �xes your credence in P. So there is no intrapersonal permission
at this level. But, just as we can step back from our ordinary beliefs about P and E, we
can step back from our hypothetical priors too. We can step back and ask whether we
are obliged to project green instead of grue. And according to subjective Bayesianism,
priors that project grue are just as rational as those that project green. So, when
we step back to reconsider not only our “surface” beliefs, but also our hypothetical
priors, we seem to be permitted to belief-toggle.

Ideal agents are not exempt here. Perhaps they need never step back from their
beliefs in order to correct mistakes, since they don’t make any. But even if they,

11Some other prominent examples include Bartha & Hitchcock (1999), Howson (1991), and Howson
& Urbach (2006). �e term ‘ur-priors’ is sometimes also used (Manley, forthcoming), though that
term can have a di�erent connotation. For example, Meacham (2010) uses ‘ur-priors’ for a subject’s
degrees of belief before she acquires any evidence, in order to formulate chance-credence principles
like the Principal Principle (Lewis, 1980). Since this kind of clean-slate state is o�en viewed as a kind of
�ction, ‘ur-priors’ might be con�ated with the kind of ‘hypothetical priors’ needed to make sense of
talk of evidential support (see e.g. Meacham 2008, fn. 7). But we needn’t assume these two kinds of
probability go together here.

12Some prefer to stick with probability as degree of belief, and rely instead on technical maneuvers,
like insisting that evidence shouldn’t have probability one (because no empirical proposition should),
and that we should use a more sophisticated measure of evidential support than the simple di�erence
between p(P ∣E) and p(E). Christensen (1999) andHawthorne (2005) showwhat fates thesemaneuvers
are doomed to. I won’t rehearse the arguments here.

13Notice that it can’t simply be the credence function she would have had if she hadn’t learned E,
for familiar reasons identi�ed by Maher (1996) and Hawthorne (2005).
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unlike us, are not obliged to re-evaluate their evidence, they can still be permitted to
re-evaluate. It might be a waste of time and energy for them, and hence prudentially
irrational (though given their powers, perhaps not). But that’s no epistemic reason.
So they will be epistemically permitted to step back from their hypothetical priors,
and switch to others. Moreover, even if ideal agents aren’t permitted to re-evaluate,
it’s bad enough if we, imperfect agents are allowed to belief-toggle on the hypothetical
priors view.�at’s already a reductio. We are right to change our minds in light of
new evidence or further reasoning, but not on a whim.

Here is another way to put the challenge for subjective Bayesianism—more con-
tentious, but helpful for the discussion to follow.14

�e trouble with orthodox subjective Bayesianism is that it fails to acknowledge
the ability to take di�erent perspectives. Having drawn various conclusions in light
of E, we can of course continue to evaluate things from the point of view where E.
But we can also step back to an E-neutral point of view, to revisit what E says. Yet
orthodox subjective Bayesianism identi�es probabilities with degrees of belief, and
one’s present degrees of belief re�ect only one’s current perspective, which assumes
E.
�e Bayesian reply to the belief-toggling problem only works by ignoring the

E-neutral perspective. It works by pretending we can’t re-evaluate E’s bearing on P.
Once that pretense is abandoned, some other kind of subjective probability has to be
introduced. And that introduces the question why that kind of probability can’t be
toggled. Why must evaluations from the E-neutral perspective follow one coherent
probability function rather than another?

It’s natural to understand the hypothetical priors governing the E-neutral per-
spective along the lines o�ered by Schoen�eld, as one’s epistemic standards.15 �e
probabilities in the E-neutral perspective represent deeper epistemic commitments
than the ones being re-evaluated, i.e. deeper than our present credences in E, P,
etc. And Schoen�eld’s view is expressly concerned to answer the question we’ve
found ourselves le� with here, namely why we shouldn’t toggle our hypothetical
priors/epistemic standards. So let’s turn to the epistemic standards view now.

3. The Epistemic Standards Reply

Unlike the orthodox subjective Bayesian, Schoen�eld (2014) does acknowledge the
E-neutral perspective. From that perspective, we re-evaluate E’s bearing on P by

14I’m especially grateful to Gurpreet Rattan for suggesting this way of framing the issue, greatly
clarifying this argument and the one in the next section.

15Similarly, see Levi’s (1980) notion of a ‘con�rmational commitment’.
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applying our epistemic standards. Roughly, our epistemic standards are the inference
rules we think most truth-conducive.
�e reasonwe shouldn’t change our epistemic standards is that any other standards

besides our own would lead us astray. From the point of view of whatever standards
one holds, any other standards are not as truth-conducive. If I hold set of standards
S, I think S has the best shot at leading me from the evidence to the truth. Any other
set S∗ is less likely to lead me to the truth.16 So I should stick to S for epistemic
reasons, even if S∗ promises a more pleasing stance on P from a personal, ethical, or
aesthetic point of view.

What about the S-neutral perspective, though? We’re not only capable of stepping
back from “surface” beliefs like E and P. We can also step back from our standards
and re-evaluate them. So there is an S-neutral perspective as well as an E-neutral
perspective. And from the point of view of the S-neutral perspective, I have no
reason to continue to hold epistemic standards S rather than some other rational
set of standards S∗. So I can replace my present standards with S∗, and change my
mind about P accordingly.�at is, I can belief-toggle.

Schoen�eld responds that this challenge is just the radical skeptical challenge.
It demands a justi�cation for endorsing standard S from a perspective where no
standard is in place. So it asks the impossible. It’s like the challenge of justifying the
laws of logic without relying on logical inference. It can’t be done, whether one is
a permissivist or not. Even defenders of Uniqueness can’t answer such a skeptical
challenge, Schoen�eld notes. So it isn’t any fault of permissivism that it can’t solve
that problem either.

But there is a special problem for the permissivist here. By her own admission,
there is a non-skeptical perspective fromwhich we can evaluate competing standards
S and S∗.�is is exactly what a permissivist claims to be able to see: that our standards
are not the only rational ones, others hold contrary standards that are rational too.17

So from the permissivist’s own perspective, we can see that S and S∗ are equally
promising as guides to the truth. So we would be rational to switch from S to S∗,
and thus from believing P to believing ¬P.�at is, we are permitted to belief-toggle
according to Schoen�eld’s permissivism.18

16A family of theorems in probability theory lends some support to this idea in a Bayesian context
(Greaves &Wallace, 2006; Joyce, 1998, 2009).

17And not just because we adopt a hopelessly agnostic perspective from which any old set of
standards looks equally rational. According to “moderate” permissivists like Schoen�eld, at least,
only some standards are rational. Horowitz (2014) discusses challenges for moderate vs. immoderate
permissivism in more detail.

18As an anonymous reviewer points out, Schoen�eld might respond that there is no S-neutral
perspective. Rather, there are many perspectives, each of which seems rational from its own point of
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Proponents of Uniqueness aren’t committed to this problematic perspective,
however. Comparing S to S∗ from an S-neutral perspective does not rate them on a
par. Only S should be deemed rational, not S∗.19 So even when we step back from our
standards, we are forced to return to them and stand by the beliefs they generated.
Endorsing Uniqueness thus a�ords a kind of internal stability that permissivism
imperils.

To illustrate the point more concretely, consider a probabilistic formalization of
Schoen�eld’s account.

A probability function p encodes a set of epistemic standards: rules for going
from total bodies of evidence to doxastic states. p(P ∣E) is the con�dence you should
have in P if your total evidence is E. �e relativist says there are multiple rational
sets of standards, di�erent probability functions one might embrace. For the sake of
illustration, let’s follow those Bayesians who say that any probability function encodes
a rational standard, because these functions, and only these functions, avoid being
accuracy dominated. A function that violates the probability axioms will be further
from the truth—no matter what the truth turns out to be—than a corresponding
probability function (Joyce, 1998, 2009). But probability functions do not have this
�aw.

Now suppose you’ve gone your whole life using a uniform probability function
υ, one that assigns equal probability to all possibilities.20 Midway in your life’s
journey, you �nd yourself with a high credence in P, to your dismay. Can you get
out of believing P somehow? You adopt an E-neutral perspective and go back to
re-examine your evidence. No luck: υ(P ∣E) is indeed high. So you adopt a υ-neutral
perspective, i.e. you step back from the epistemic standards you’ve always held. You
compare υ to another probability function υ∗, which is similar except that υ∗(P ∣ E)
is low. You think to yourself: “both υ and υ∗ describe rational standards because
both are equally good guides to the truth a priori. Neither one is accuracy dominated.
And beyond that I have no reason to embrace one set of epistemic standards over

view. Given standards S, standards S look rational; given standards S∗, standards S∗ look rational; etc.
But this view seems too weak for the permissivist’s usual purposes. Unless there is some perspective
from which one can see that alternative standards really are rational—not just that they appear that
way to those who hold them, but that they really are—then we cannot say that there are innocent
disagreements between people who share their evidence. Nor can we say that people with di�erent
priors, or di�erent epistemic values, or di�erent political values, are rational to interpret the evidence
di�erently. We can only say that they think they are. In truth, at most one of them is really right about
that.

19Or, if we’ve stepped too far back to a hopelessly skeptical perspective, neither can be deemed
rational or irrational.

20�e possibilities will need to be parameterized �rst if there are continuum-many.�at is, they’ll
need to be mapped onto a real interval one-to-one. Any arbitrary parameterization will do for now.
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another.” So you switch to υ∗ and modify your belief in P accordingly, becoming
con�dent in ¬P instead.
�is can’t happen on the objective approach to Bayesianism. Continuing our

hypothetical illustration, suppose now that we follow instead those Bayesians who
think the uniform probability function υ is the only rational standard. Perhaps
because it aloneminimizes the risk of inaccuracy (Pettigrew, 2015), or because it alone
minimizes information/bias (Jaynes, 1957), or because it alone achieves calibration
(Hawthorne et al., 2015). Permissivists will object to all of these rationales. But let’s
pretend one of them is correct just for the moment. Under that pretense, even when
you step back to a υ-neutral perspective, you won’t �nd yourself permitted to switch
to some other probability function υ∗. Even from the υ-neutral perspective, υ is the
only rational standard to hold. It is the only probability function that minimizes
the risk of inaccuracy, minimizes information/bias, or achieves calibration.�ese
distinguishing features of υ can be seen without embracing the epistemic standards
encoded in υ.�ey are theorems, deducible bymathematical means. So the υ-neutral
perspective need not be a hopelessly skeptical perspective.
�e �aw in Schoen�eld’s defense is to assume that stepping back to evaluate our

standards is always to adopt a hopelessly skeptical perspective. But permissivism
by its very nature is a view that posits a not-hopelessly-skeptical perspective, where
standards can be evaluated and compared. Permissivists claim to be able to identify
multiple rational standards. So they must be able to see that those standards are
equally truth-conducive from some more neutral perspective (presumably by some a
priori means).21 So there is a perspective from which we can see that some standards
are rational to hold, others not. When we enter that perspective, switching standards
becomes an option, and belief-toggling becomes a threat.

Schoen�eld may object that switching standards from S to S∗ isn’t permitted, even
from an S-neutral perspective. Just being able to see that S∗ is rational in principle
doesn’t make it rationally permissible for you to adopt it. A�er all, you still hold
standards S, so S∗ should still look inferior to you as a guide to the truth.

But the whole point of stepping back is to bracket the commitment we’re stepping
back from, opening it up to revision. When we step back from a mundane belief like
P, we do so precisely for the purposes of considering whether to change that belief. If
we �nd that E actually supports ¬P, contrary to what we initially thought, we become
obligated to change our view of P. Likewise, if we step back from standard S to �nd

21We illustrated what such a stance might look like in a Bayesian context. A priori, the mathematical,
accuracy-dominance argument for probabilistic standards is available. But it doesn’t pick out any one
probability function as privileged.
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that it’s actually irrational, we would become obligated to reject it. By symmetry, if
we �nd that S is rational but so is S∗, we become permitted to adopt either one.
�e crux of the epistemic standards view is that some of our commitments are

deeper than others, and thus take priority. When we step back to re-evaluate a more
super�cial commitment in light of a deeper one, the deeper one takes priority. If we
step back from S to �nd that S∗ is just as rational according to our deepest standards,
those standards have priority. Since they say S and S∗ are equally rational, we can
embrace either one. But then we can belief-toggle.

4. Univocity, not Uniqueness

I’ve been criticizing permissivist responses to the instability challenge. But not
because I think Uniqueness is true. It’s false, and here is a �rst pass at the reason
why.

Imagine I ask you how many of your friends wear glasses. Is it more than half?
Suppose you answer yes: more than half.�e belief you’ve just formed is presumably
justi�ed, rational. But with equally strong credentials it could have gone another way.
Fewer of your spectacled friends might’ve come to mind. Or they might have come
to mind but with much greater di�culty. In either case, you would have estimated
the proportion of your friends who wear glasses lower, and rightly so. From the
very same store of memories, you could have formed a contrary belief with equal
justi�cation.
�e example highlights the role of processing in the move from evidence to belief.

We can separate two stages leading up to the formation of beliefs about the world:

World Evidence Belief
gathering processing

Variation emerging at the �rst stage is nothing novel. Pollsters can get very di�erent
samples evenwhen studying the exact same population using the exact samemethods.
It takes a bit of luck to get a representative sample, and sometimes pollsters get
unlucky.

Variation can emerge at the second stage too, though. If you estimate the propor-
tion of your friends who wear glasses by sampling memories of your friends’ faces,
luck becomes a factor, much as it is for the pollster. Suppose you do a quick, random
search of memories of friends’ faces to see how many of those memories feature
glasses. Most likely, your sample will be representative and you will reach an accurate
estimate of the proportion of your friends who wear glasses. But there’s a chance
your sample will be biased and you will reach a di�erent estimate.
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�e point is that processing evidence can be stochastic.�ere is a fact about how
many of your memories of friends’ faces include spectacles, and a fact about what
conclusion that entire body of evidence supports. But the process by which you
divine those facts may have a random element, like a pollster trying to divine the
inclinations of an electorate. If there is such a random element to the process, it can
lead to divergent conclusions given a single body of evidence. Assuming you are
justi�ed and rational in using such a process, you can justi�edly and rationally reach
di�erent conclusions from one body of evidence. So Uniqueness is false.

Several aspects of this argument need to be developed and defended. First there’s
the empirical question whether we ever really do use stochastic processes, like “mem-
ory polling”, to evaluate our evidence. Second is a question about sameness of evi-
dence. Do such processes really reach di�erent conclusions from the same evidence?
Or do they merely change what evidence we have? Finally there’s the normative
question whether using such processes generates justi�ed or rational beliefs. We’ll
answer these concerns in the coming sections.

But �rst we should ask how this view avoids the instability challenge.�e answer
is: the same way a pollster does.

If you take a random sample, and you do your job well, you �nd yourself in a
sort of “permissive” position. You conclude that the population resembles your
sample, though you acknowledge that the very same method applied to the very
same population could have yielded di�erent results. Most likely it would have
yielded only slightly di�erent results, warranting only a slightly di�erent conclusion
about how the vote is likely to turn out. But there’s also a small chance it would have
yielded very di�erent results. Yet there is no instability in this position. Your possible
counterparts who get di�erent results do not make any rational error or draw any
unjusti�ed conclusions.�ey are just less fortunate than you, dwelling in one of the
less probable possible worlds that emerges from the sampling process.

Similarly, there isn’t necessarily anything irrational about concluding P from the
evidence while allowing that ¬P could have been rationally concluded instead. You
just have to think that someone who did reach that conclusion would have been
unfortunately misled.�eir survey of the evidence would have run afoul of some bad
luck.�is is exactly what happens in the glasses example. You realize that a quick
sampling of your memories could have led to a di�erent conclusion. But because
you rightly take your sample to be representative (or near enough), you think that
other conclusion would have been based on a misleading sample of the evidence.
�ere is no perspective from which embracing your counterpart’s conclusion is a
rational option for you.
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Notice that we are rejecting Uniqueness in a very di�erent way than the other
permissive views we’ve encountered so far. For one thing, we aren’t just allowing
interpersonal variation, like subjective Bayesianism. We are allowing intrapersonal
variation too. A single person with total evidence E could conclude either P or ¬P,
depending how their processing of E goes. It’s just that they don’t get to “choose”
which way the process goes. Good, honest sampling means letting chance do its
work.

Butmore importantly, our view is permissive for a very di�erent reason. Views like
subjective Bayesianism, Jamesian pragmatism, and feminist empiricism are relativist,
as noted earlier. According to them, evidential support is relative to a set of beliefs
or values. In my view, evidential support is not relative, but absolute. What a body of
evidence says does not depend on what background beliefs or values we bring to the
table. Call this claim Univocity.

Univocity: Facts about evidential support are not relative. Whether evidence E
supports proposition P, and to what extent, does not depend on supplemen-
tary beliefs or values.

�e idea behindUnivocity is that what the evidence says about P is never ambiguous.
Evidence is not open tomultiple interpretations depending on the background beliefs
or values it’s supplemented with. Facts about evidential support are two-place rather
than three-place.�ey are “saturated”, rather than waiting to be supplemented.

One way to think about the di�erence between Uniqueness and Univocity is in
terms of Firth’s (1978) distinction between doxastic and propositional justi�cation
(Matheson, 2011). Suppose for a moment that evidence is all that matters for justi�-
cation.�en Uniqueness is a claim about doxastic justi�cation, while Univocity is
a claim about propositional justi�cation. Uniqueness says what attitudes a subject
who possesses E as their total evidence is justi�ed in holding. By contrast, Univocity
speaks to the abstract, “logical” question whether E justi�es the proposition P.

Another way to think about it is that discussions of Uniqueness tend to con�ate
two di�erent questions (Kopec & Titelbaum, 2016; Senor, manuscript). One is a meta-
physical question within epistemology, the question whether the evidence for relation
is two-place or three-place.�e other is a normative question within epistemology,
the question whether the facts about what the evidence says (whether two-place
or three-place) determine everything about what we are permitted to believe. By
endorsing Univocity, I am answering “two-place” to the �rst, metaphysical question.
By denying Uniqueness I am answering “no” to the second, normative question.
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�e stability challenge may not establish Uniqueness, but it does support Uni-
vocity. If evidential support were relative to whatever beliefs or values one happened
to hold, then the question would arise why we should bother listening to the evidence.
It could be made to say di�erent things, just by embracing di�erent background
assumptions or values.22 Or, as White develops the argument, we have the option to
belief-toggle. We just need to know what third variable evidential support is relative
to, and possess the ability to �ddle with it, whether via pills, persuasion, or politics.

Which thesis is really at stake in current debates, Uniqueness or Univocity?
I suspect each has its direct motivations, which then inform one another. For ex-
ample, Uniqueness is interesting because of its signi�cance for the epistemology
of disagreement. Whereas subjective Bayesianism’s rejection of Univocity can be
seen as arising naturally out of the project of con�rmation theory, combined with
the formal limitations presented by dominance arguments (Dutch books, accuracy)
and problems of language-dependence (Bertrand’s paradox, grue). But that route to
subjective Bayesianism then leads naturally to the rejection of Uniqueness as well.

In any case, if Uniqueness andUnivocity come apart, we ought to separate them.
Especially if we want to understand messy, real-world questions of disagreement,
as many discussants of Uniqueness do. In real-world cases, how people process
evidence and arrive at their conclusions is likely to be every bit as important as
abstract, logical questions about what the evidence says in principle. Indeed, we’ll
soon discover two ways the present view illuminates questions of disagreement and
variation in opinion (§6).

But �rst, we need to see the empirical support for the central, descriptive claim
at the heart of this section’s argument against Uniqueness. Do we really process
evidence stochastically?

5. The Psychology of Evidence Processing

Well, how do humans process evidence in general? Philosophers tend to talk in terms
of natural deductions or Bayesian calculations. But psychologists nowadays prefer
very di�erent models. No single model enjoys universal support. Indeed, it seems
unlikely that we form all our judgments using one, single kind of process. Di�erent
models will likely be appropriate to di�erent types of reasoning. But the important
thing is that many leading models share in common the feature we need: they are
partly stochastic.

22Again, there are important externalist concerns we can’t get into here, like those raised by Ballan-
tyne & Co�man (2011). See Figure 7.
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5.1. �e Self-Consistency Model (SCM). �e Self-Consistency Model (SCM) pro-
posed by Asher Koriat is one example that is obviously stochastic (Koriat, 2011, 2012;
Koriat & Adiv, 2015). According to this model, some judgments are produced by just
the kind of internal sampling described in the glasses example of the previous section.
Faced with a choice between two possible answers to a question, a subject samples
internal “representations”—memories, percepts, associations, or other materials
relevant to the question at hand. She then performs a statistical test on that sample
to form a conclusion. For example, she might apply a signi�cance test to see whether
the sample rules out one of the answers. �e larger the sample and the lower its
variance (the eponymous “consistency”), the more con�dent she will be in her �nal
judgment.

To illustrate, let’s apply themodel to the glasses example.�ere are two hypotheses,
that more than half your friends wear glasses and that no more than half do. Let
the null hypothesis be the �rst one, that more than half do. To test this hypothesis
you might take a sample of memories of friends’ faces and count how many of those
memories include glasses. Suppose you sample ten memories, and in only two of
them is the person wearing glasses. Given the null hypothesis, that more than half
your friends wear glasses, this is a pretty improbable outcome, we may suppose.23

Let’s suppose it’s improbable enough to reject the null hypothesis. So you conclude
that no more than half your friends wear glasses. (Given the small sample you won’t
be too con�dent in your answer, though.)

We’re not aware of executing any such statistical processing, of course. We might
catch a conscious glimpse of some of the memories as they’re sampled, but even the
sampling can be unconscious (Koriat, 2012, 83). For the most part, we’re only aware
of the “gist” (Koriat, 2012, 82), a rough sense of how well the whole process supports
the �nal answer.

It’s also worth emphasizing that the sampling needn’t be limited to just memories
of friends’ faces, or even just to memories. Other memories could be relevant, like a
memory of a friend saying they wear glasses at night a�er they’ve taken their contact
lenses out. Likewise, general background knowledge can be relevant: how common
are spectacles in the general population? Are glasses currently fashionable? Etc.�e
sampling process can reach across multiple kinds of “representations”, integrating
sampled memories, items of knowledge, and more. So a fully realistic treatment of
the glasses example would likely be much more complicated. But the complications
needn’t detain us here.

23For example, given a binomial distribution where each memory has probability 0.6 of containing
glasses, the p-value here is below .013.
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�e important thing for us is that thismodelmakes evidence-processing stochastic.
Indeed, it makes it stochastic in just the way our pollster analogy suggests. Answering
the question works much like a pollster polling a population of memories.24 If we
really do use something like SCM to form some of our judgments, then it’s easy to
see how one might conclude P while allowing that concluding ¬P instead could have
been reasonable, even using the same store of memories, background knowledge,
etc.

5.2. �e Evidence Accumulation Model (EAM). Another prominent model is the
Evidence Accumulation Model, or EAM (Lee & Cummins, 2004; Newell et al., 2007;
Newell & Lee, 2011). On this model, evidence is not sampled randomly but sequen-
tially, starting with the most informative evidence �rst.25 Less informative evidence
is considered next, then even less informative evidence, and so on until until one
answer emerges as su�ciently well supported for present purposes. Any remaining
evidence is ignored.

Despite using sequential rather than random sampling, EAM is still subject to
random variation. If two pieces of evidence are equally informative, it’s a tossup
which one the agent will consider �rst. And the order can make all the di�erence.
Suppose E and E′ are equally informative, and that E favours answer A while E′

favours answer B. If the evidence examined so far has almost decided the question
in favour of A, and our subject examines E �rst, she might never get to examine E′.
E will decide the question in favour of A, and the process will terminate before E′ is
evaluated. If she �rst examines E′ instead, however, the balance will start to tilt back
towards B. And if the next few pieces of evidence also favour B, she might end up
embracing B instead of A.

A realistic interpretation of EAM will admit randomness in other places too.
Plausibly, it’s somewhat random what evidence is recalled at any given moment, and
thus what evidence even gets ordered by informativeness. Measuring or estimating

24Or perhaps memories, items of knowledge, and more.
25Formally, informativeness is a conditional probability. Let A and B be the two possible answers

under consideration, and let A ≻ B mean that A is better supported by all the evidence on balance.
Now consider various positive features each answer might have or lack, labeled Fi . For example, feature
F1 might be whether a quick, random search of memories of friends’ faces jives well with the answer.
F2 be whether it comports with the frequency of glasses-wearers in the general population, and so on.
�en a feature’s informativeness is:

p(A ≻ B ∣ Fi(A) ∧ ¬Fi(B)) (1)

�at is, feature Fi is informative to the extent that an answer is more likely to be correct given that it
has feature Fi and the other answer does not. A piece of evidence E i speci�es which of answers A and
B has feature Fi and which does not.

Psychologists prefer to speak of ‘validity’ rather than ‘informativeness’. Because philosophers usually
reserve ‘validity’ for deductively valid arguments, I avoid that terminology here.
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informativeness is likely to be subject to at least a bit of random noise too. So when
two features are similarly informative, random �uctuations could easily cause them
to be considered in di�erent orders.

In addition to allowing random variation, EAM also admits what we might call
practical variation. EAM terminates when one of the two answers has accumulated
enough support. But when is “enough” enough?�e model deliberately leaves this
threshold as an independent parameter. If a lot hangs on getting the correct answer,
the threshold for “enough” support can be set high. In that case, a good deal of
evidence will be considered before arriving at a conclusion. If getting the right
answer isn’t so important, or if time is tight, then the threshold can be set low. In
that case, less evidence will be considered, maybe even as few as one or two items.26

Even without any random variation, then, an agent who reasons by EAM ends
up in a position similar to one who reasons by SCM. “I conclude P based on my
examination of the evidence,” she can say to herself, “but it’s possible that in other
circumstances I just might have concluded ¬P instead.” Had her situation been
di�erent, with di�erent resources available or di�erent priorities to attend to, she
might have thought about the question more deeply, setting a higher evidential
threshold. Or, she might have set the threshold lower, examining less evidence and
reaching a di�erent conclusion as a result.

Would she have been justi�ed in her conclusion had she set her threshold lower,
and processed less evidence? We will address such normative questions in §7.2.27 For
now we are concerned with the descriptive question how we process evidence, and
how that processing can vary.

5.3. �e Bigger Picture. We’ve seen how two prominent models support the claim
that we process evidence stochastically. Importantly, these models are not idiosyn-
cratic in this regard.

EAM was developed in response to the dominant approach of the 1980’s and
1990’s: the “adaptive toolbox” paradigm. According to this paradigm we have many
ways of processing evidence, and we choose the best one for the circumstance at
hand. Like the tools in a toolbox, some of them are better suited to some jobs, others
to others. �e idea is that people choose their tool adaptively—they choose the
algorithm that does the job at hand well enough while minimizing costs like time
and e�ort (Gigerenzer, 2001; Payne et al., 1993; Payne & Bettman, 2004).

26�e exact details are le� open by EAM, and we can leave things vague for present purposes. See
Hausmann & Läge (2008) for some discussion. See Payne et al. (1993), Payne & Bettman (2004), and
Shah & Oppenheimer (2008) on the same issue in related frameworks.

27But, to preview, the short answer is yes, she might still have been justi�ed
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EAM aims to unify this motley assortment of tools, replacing it with a single
tool that can be adjusted to the needs at hand. Instead of using di�erent tools
for di�erent jobs, EAM always uses the same method: process evidence, in order
of informativeness, until one answer passes the required threshold of evidential
support. What varies is how high that threshold is set.�e lower the threshold, the
less evidence will be examined.�e higher the threshold, the more evidence will be
examined.

Whether EAM succeeds at unifying and replacing the adaptive toolbox is a matter
of current investigation and debate (Bröder & Newell, 2008; Newell & Lee, 2011;
Söllner et al., 2014). For our purposes it doesn’t matter how that debate turns out.
What matters is what the adaptive toolbox paradigm has in common with EAM and
SCM.

Like EAM, the toolbox paradigm introduces both “random” and “practical” varia-
tion into the processing of evidence. And for essentially the same reasons EAM and
SCM do. Some of the tools in the box use random sampling of the evidence like SCM,
others use sequential sampling like EAM (Gigerenzer, 2001). Tools that use random
sampling are stochastic on their face, the same as SCM.�ose that use sequential
sampling will, like EAM, show stochastic and practical variation for subtler reasons.

It’s important to appreciate the roles models like SCM and EAM play in psycholog-
ical theorizing. First, they are not necessarily competitors. It might well be that some
of our judgments are formed by SCM, others by EAM, and still others according to
some further means.28 How various models �t together is hardly clear at present. But
it’s quite possible that something like SCM and EAM are both important parts of our
overall cognitive architecture, along with other sorts of mechanisms as well. Second,
neither SCM nor EAM is meant to be entirely realistic. For example, SCM gives equal
weight to each item it samples. A more realistic, re�ned version would presumably
be more intelligent, weighting some pieces of evidence more than others (Koriat,
2012, 110). It might also be only quasi-random, sampling more salient evidence with
greater frequency. Just as pollsters use likely-voter models and other techniques to
improve their projections, a re�ned, realistic version of SCM could be more accurate.

Luckily, we don’t need to wait on a grand uni�ed theory wherein all these details
are worked out. �e main point for us here is that there is very broad empirical
support for the descriptive hypothesis introduced in §4. Several in�uential models
posit stochastic evidence processing, including those models that have dominated

28Indeed, SCM comes out of research that has tended to focus on “Type I” processing, i.e. processing
that is largely unconscious and automatic. Whereas EAM comes from research that has tended to
focus more on “Type II” processing, which is conscious and deliberate. See Sloman (1996) and Evans
& Frankish (2009) for background on the Type I/Type II distinction.
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research on human judgment for the last three decades. Whatever the details, it
looks quite likely that we process evidence stochastically, at least to some extent.

What about the careful, considered reasoning philosophers tend to be interested
in, though? Especially when discussing peer disagreement, philosophers tend to
be interested in persistent disagreements between experts—about the existence of
God or the causes of climate change, for example. Can the kinds of considerations
introduced here really bear on the sophisticated and thorough reasoning at work in
such disagreements?

It can. For one thing, philosophers tackling disagreement o�en begin with simple
cases of everyday reasoning (e.g. Elga 2007 and Christensen 2007). So philosophical
theorizing is partly built on the same kinds of examples these psychologists study
and model. But more than that, there is an important parallel between sampling
memories and aggregating complex arguments and bodies of evidence. We can’t
hold all the arguments for and against the existence of God before our minds at once.
Instead we have to work through arguments and responses, making mental notes
and drawing tentative conclusions along the way. At any given moment, our opinion
might be based on a sample of those mental notes and remembered conclusions,
à la SCM. Or maybe it’s more like an accumulated tally, à la EAM. Whatever the
details, our cognitive limitations are limiting here if anywhere. Knowing how we
cope with those limitations in general can only illuminate how we cope when things
are especially di�cult, as they are in philosophy and other complex areas.
�ere are other concerns still to be addressed, and we’ll take them up in §7. But

�rst let’s enjoy some of the fruits of our labours. What virtues does the present view
possess, and what lessons does it have to teach us?

6. Two Virtues

I claim that evidence is univocal: facts about evidential support are absolute, not
relative. Yet gauging evidential support is a stochastic process, similar to measuring
voter support with a poll. �is view illuminates several issues in current debates
about Uniqueness and disagreement. Here are two.

6.1. Moderation. In many cases where permissivism is intuitively appealing, it’s
a “moderate” form of permissivism that appeals (in the terminology of Horowitz
2014). For example, Kelly (2013, 299–300) notes that given the available evidence
about the upcoming presidential election in the U.S., you and I might agree that the
Republican is the favourite, yet di�er a bit in our respective con�dence levels. And
in such a case, we might well regard one another as equally rational. But if I were to
conclude from that evidence that the Green Party candidate is a shoo-in, you would
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rightly think me unreasonable.�e more opinions di�er, the more pressure there is
to say one of them must be irrational.

Why are small di�erences in opinion more likely to be seen as reasonable, and
larger ones less likely?

Because small variations are a normal result of the stochastic process of assessing
the evidence. If you and I survey the same body of evidence using a random sampling
process like SCM, we will probably reach similar assessments. But if we reach wildly
di�erent conclusions, it’s unlikely such an extreme di�erence is the result of random
variation. Our di�erence in opinion probably isn’t merely a result of getting di�erent
samples of the evidence. It’s more likely I’m using some badly misguided method to
evaluate the evidence, or that I’m just grossly biased. In general, the kind of random
variation introduced by methods like SCM and EAM will be normally distributed
with fairly tight clustering around the mean. So the further my opinion is from yours,
the less likely it is to re�ect a mere di�erence in my sampling of the shared evidence.
More likely, it re�ects a biased or otherwise irrational assessment.

Relativists will o�er their own explanations for the phenomenon Kelly observes.
For example, a Jamesian pragmatist might say that people tend to have similar
epistemic values, and thus they tend to make similar assessments of the evidence.
When their assessments di�er wildly, it’s more likely that bias or another error is the
cause, rather than a di�erence in values. Likewise, subjective Bayesians might say
that people tend to have similar priors. So a wild di�erence of opinion is more likely
to re�ect an error than a radical di�erence in priors.
�e virtue of the present view is that it can explain the phenomenon without

going relativist and risking instability. We can hold that evidential support is absolute,
yet reject the claim that rationality’s requirements are unique. And our reason for
rejecting Uniqueness—that assessing evidence is partly a stochastic process—makes
exactly the moderately permissive predictions Kelly observes. Reasonable di�erences
of opinion will typically be small di�erences.

6.2. Near Agreement. Like Uniqueness, Univocity has implications for the epis-
temology of disagreement. Given Univocity, agreeing to disagree will generally
be unacceptable for epistemic “peers”, equally capable agents who share all their
evidence. One of the disagreeing parties must be out of line with what the evidence
supports, since they share the same evidence and it renders a univocal verdict. But
neither party has any reason to think their peer is the one out of stepwith the evidence,
rather than them.
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Univocity thus lends support to the equal weight view, that each party should give
the sameweight to their peer’s opinion as they give their own (Elga, 2007; Christensen,
2007). And, in practical terms, the equal weight view seems to recommend resolving
the disagreement by compromise, where the two parties “split the di�erence”. If one
is 60% con�dent in P and the other 40%, they should meet in the middle at 50%.

A challenge for the equal weight view comes from cases of near agreement. To adapt
an example from Christensen (2009),29 suppose you’re a doctor trying to choose the
right dosage for a patient’s condition: 5 mg vs. 10 mg. A�er re-reading their chart
and giving it a think, you settle on 5 mg with 97% certainty. Now suppose you learn
that your colleague arrived at the same dosage, but with slightly less certainty than
you: 96%. Impressed that you both came to the same conclusion with very nearly
the same certainty, you increase your con�dence that the correct dosage is 5 mg.
You shouldn’t split the di�erence in this case. In fact you should go in the opposite
direction from your peer, becoming more con�dent rather than less. But why?

As authors like Christensen note, learning that your peer has a di�erent opinion
provides you with additional, relevant evidence. But it needn’t be evidence that
either of you was irrational in your original judgment. It can be just the opposite:
evidence that your original judgment was right on target. Your peer’s opinion gives
you evidence about what the evidence says—speci�cally, evidence that it says just
what you took it to say: 5 mg is the right dosage. To see why, let’s return to the polling
analogy.

Suppose you and I conduct separate polls of the U.S. electorate using the same
methodology. You �nd a solid majority supporting the Republican candidate, 65% to
the Democrat’s 30%. Let’s suppose you come away 97% con�dent in a Republican
victory as a result. I come back reporting 96% con�dence in a Republican victory,
though I don’t tell you what proportions I found in my sample. Will you split the
di�erence with me? Of course not: you’ll become even more con�dent that the
Republican will win. And I’ll become more con�dent too. What each of us has
learned is that another sample, besides the one we each took ourselves, also has a

29Christensen makes the example one where the relevant reasoning is deductive.�is introduces
complications I want to avoid in the main text. But very brie�y, my account extends to such cases
as follows. It’s generally accepted that �uency is a signi�cant factor a�ecting our con�dence in our
judgments (van Overschelde, 2008).�e more quickly and easily a calculation goes, the more inclined
you’ll be to trust it. But �uency is subject to some random variation. So suppose you and your peer
calculate the same result, but with slightly di�erent con�dence levels. What you learn is that another,
equally competent agent came to the same conclusion, just a bit more slowly or with a smidge more
di�culty. (Maybe they were momentarily distracted.) So you become more con�dent in your answer,
because your peer essentially serves as a double-check, assuring you that you did the calculation right
the �rst time.
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solidly Republican majority. We’ve each e�ectively doubled our sample size.30,31 And
thus we’ve each bolstered the certainty of our original �ndings.

But notice that we get the opposite result if we focus on a di�erent question.
Suppose instead of asking which candidate will win, we ask how likely a randomly
selected voter is to support the Republican candidate. Before consulting me, you’ll
think it about 65% likely. But a�er consulting me, you’ll become less certain a ran-
domly selected voter will favour the Republican, not more. What you’ve learned from
my 96% con�dence is that my sample, while staunchly Republican, is still slightly less
Republican than yours. Maybe you can infer that my sample was 63% Republican.
So now you e�ectively have a total, aggregated sample that is 64% Republican. You
thus become 64% certain that a randomly selected voter supports the Republican
candidate, down from 65%.

To apply these observations to the puzzle about near agreement, we just put all
this “in the head”.

When our two doctors consult one another, they discover something about the
body of evidence they share: that it almost certainly favours a 5 mg dosage. You’ve
found that not only does your sampling of the evidence lean towards 5 mg, but mine
does too. So it’s even more likely now that the whole body favours that dosage. And
thus it becomes even more likely that dosage is correct.32

If we change the question though, we get a “split the di�erence” result instead.
Suppose that, before you consult your colleague, you’re asked how likely it is a
randomly selected line on the patient’s chart will indicate a 5 mg dose rather than 10
mg. Whatever answer you give, a�er consulting your colleague you’ll give a lower
estimate. If you said 65% initially, you’ll say something like 64% a�er. For another
thing you’ve learned from your colleague is that the total evidence supporting a 5 mg
dosage may not be quite as decisive as it seemed at �rst. You becomemore con�dent
that the total evidence supports 5 mg on balance, but slightly less con�dent that that
balance tilts as heavily in favour of 5 mg as you initially thought.

A second virtue of the present view, then, is the �exibility to explain di�erent
responses to disagreement. It explains why we should split the di�erence sometimes,
yet mutually boost others. In fact, discovering the very same point of disagreement
can simultaneously cause you to split the di�erence on one propositionwhilemutually

30Assuming for simplicity that we’re unlikely to get overlapping samples in such a large population.
31We’ve also partly veri�ed the soundness of our methodology, which could be another factor at

play in cases of near agreement.
32Glynn et al. (forthcoming) analyze and explain such “synergy” e�ects using a Bayesian analysis.

�ey propose a rule for updating on the credences of others that can be computationally simpler than
Bayesian updating, while having the same e�ect in a range of circumstances.
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boosting on another. By attending to the character of the evidence in the shared pool,
and to the way it bears on di�erent questions, we acquire an elegant explanation
for the puzzling, contrary-looking phenomena of di�erence-splitting and mutual-
boosting.

7. Two Challenges

With the positive case for the present view on the table, and some of its virtues
explored, let’s turn to answer some challenges.

7.1. Sameness of Evidence. Grant that we form judgments using mechanisms some-
thing like SCM and EAM. When these mechanisms can generate either of two
contrary judgments given a body of evidence, would those judgments ultimately be
based on the same evidence in either case, or on di�erent evidence?
�ere is an obvious reason to think they would rest on di�erent evidence. Pro-

cessing involves computation, which alters the contents of memory, by de�nition.
And di�erences in memory create di�erences in evidence. Some philosophers hold
that your total evidence just is the sum total of your experiential and memorial states
(Lewis, 1996). If so, changes in memory are necessarily changes in evidence. Others
hold propositional accounts, where your evidence is the set of propositions you know
(Williamson, 2000), or that you know directly on the basis of experience (Maher,
1996), or something similar. On these propositional views, di�erences in memory are
not necessarily di�erences in evidence. But they o�en will be, because the changes
in memory are noticeable, or have noticeable e�ects.

Some defenders of Uniqueness won’t themselves be open to this line of thinking.
For example, whatever criterion for “same evidence” White has in mind, it doesn’t
seem to vindicate this objection. White (2005, 2013) repeatedly separates what
evidence one has from the e�ects of “examining” that evidence. His arguments for
Uniqueness focus on the state of the evidence prior to its examination. So either
the evidence isn’t a�ected by the examination process, or the changes made by the
examination process aren’t relevant to Uniqueness, as he intends it.33

But other defenders of Uniqueness, like Feldman (2007), would likely be more
open to this line. Conee & Feldman (2004) defend a mentalist view of evidence

33For example, White summarizes his central argument in the following passage:
[. . . ] it is incoherent to suppose that a whole body of evidence could count both
for and against a hypothesis. So then it is impossible that my examination of the
evidence makes it rational for me to believe that Smith is guilty but also rational to
believe instead that he is innocent. (White, 2005, 447)

If the evidence were di�erent before and a�er the examination process, White would have to intend
Uniqueness as a restricted claim, concerned only with the pre-examination evidence.
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on which many subtle mental di�erences make a di�erence to what evidence one
has. Nevertheless, I think there are good reasons to followWhite in individuating
evidence somewhat coarsely, at least for the purposes of discussing Uniqueness.

One reason is a threat of trivialization. �e more �ne-grained we get about
evidence, the less substantive is the claim that only one response to that evidence
is rational, since fewer and fewer responses become possible. To illustrate, if every
mental di�erence is a di�erence in evidence, then two agents with the same evidence
can only reach di�erent conclusions to the extent that mental processing can be
in�uenced by non-mental factors. Only a sub-mental or external di�erence could
cause them to reach di�erent conclusions. But, presumably, it’s not these di�erences
that Uniqueness is meant to address. Rather, di�erences in motivation or personal
taste are meant to be ruled out as irrelevant to what conclusion one should draw
from the evidence.34

Of course, there is a more moderate view one might take here. One might hold
that only some mental di�erences make for a di�erence in evidence. For example,
we might say that when two agents get di�erent samples of memories using SCM,
they have di�erent evidence. But if they get the same sample, and di�er only in the
algorithms they use to test hypotheses against that sample, then they do not have
di�erent evidence. Suppose for example that one of them applies a signi�cance test
at a level of .05, while the other uses a level of .01. �en they can reach di�erent
conclusions from the same evidential state. So it’s a substantive claim that only the
latter’s conclusions are rational.35

�e main challenge I see here is that we need some principled reason for drawing
the line where we have. Why is one of these mental di�erences a di�erence in
evidence, but not the other? I have no argument that a principled rationale cannot
be o�ered here. But absent any obvious rationale, we have a prima facie reason for
drawing the line earlier. Our agents have the same evidence because they are working
with the same store of memories, regardless of how they then go on to process it.

Another point to keep inmind is that evidence processing is o�en unconscious. As
we saw earlier, Koriat is explicit about this in the case of SCM. But it’s also generally
acknowledged thatmuch of our reasoning relies on unconscious, automatic processes
(Sloman, 1996; Evans & Frankish, 2009). So propositional views of evidence should
acknowledge that at least some processing doesn’t alter our evidence. We don’t
normally know about the memories being sampled by SCM, or the estimates of
informativeness being made by EAM. We don’t even have beliefs about them. If we

34�anks to Sergio Tenenbaum and Mike Titelbaum for their help clarifying this point.
35�anks to Mike Titelbaum for pressing me to appreciate this point.
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had some inkling about these processes going on within us, psychologists wouldn’t
have to work so hard to reverse-engineer them.

What about non-propositional views of evidence, like the view that your evidence
is the sum total of your experiential and memorial states?�ere are memories and
then there is “memory”. �e kind of memory used by unconscious processes like
SCMmight be aptly called subpersonalmemory, because it does not store memories
of the person, but of subprocesses within the person.36 �is kind of memory is
less plausible as a candidate for inclusion in one’s evidential state than consciously
accessible memories. While your auditory or visual experiences may be part of your
evidence, the computational states along the way to producing those experiences are
not. �e product of two matrices computed by the visual system in the course of
edge-detection during low-level visual processing is not a part of your evidence, even
if the experience it ultimately contributes to is. Likewise for the subpersonal memory
states of a process like SCM, as it does the work of sampling, calculating likelihoods,
and performing statistical tests.�e “gist” of the whole process that consciousness
catches a glimpse of might be considered part of your evidence, but not the nuts and
bolts. In the relevant sense of ‘memory’, you can be in the same total memory state
as your stochastic counterpart, who reaches a di�erent conclusion via SCM because
she draws a di�erent sample of memories.37

In the end, though, it may not matter too much if defenders of Uniqueness still
insist that di�erences in processing create di�erences in evidence. For the purposes
of the applications pursued in §6, the picture I prefer:

Same Evidence Di�erent Conclusions
good reasoning

36�e personal/subpersonal distinction comes from Dennett (1969). See Drayson (2014) for an
overview.

37What about the consciously accessible gist, though? Could that be a relevant di�erence in your
evidence, which explains why you and she are justi�ed in drawing di�erent conclusions?

According to the dominant view (Nelson & Narens, 1990; Dunlosky & Bjork, 2008), the consciously
accessible feelings of plausibility and con�dence that emerge from processes like SCM can be used
by higher-level processing to control, correct, and redirect �rst-order processing. But the �rst-order
processing is not based on those consciously accessible feelings. Your judgment that more than half
your friends wear glasses is based on sampled memories of friends’ faces, background knowledge about
the frequency and fashionability of wearing spectacles, etc.�e felt plausibility of that judgment is not
the evidence on which the judgment is based, at least not initially. Instead, that felt plausibility helps
determine whether you subsequently experience higher-order doubts about your initial judgment,
whether you go back to reconsider the question, etc.

Much more would need to be said to fully satisfactorily address all the issues that arise here, but
doing so would take us too far a�eld. Readers who remain unsatis�ed can still bene�t from much of
the analysis to follow, however, especially the applications of §6.
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may be as good as the alternative:

Same Evidence Di�erent Evidence Di�erent Conclusions
good reasoning

What’s important is that the di�erence in evidence in the second picture derives
solely from the reasoning process. If defenders of Uniqueness want to say the
reasoning process itself provides new evidence of a kind, that may be �ne. We agree
that reasoning based on the same shared pool of evidence received “from the outside”
can still rationally diverge.

7.2. Justi�cation and Rationality. Let’s turn to a second challenge. Are methods
like SCM and EAM rational? Are beliefs formed by such methods justi�ed?
�ere is an obvious reason to think they are not. SCM, EAM, and their like only

“examine” some of your evidence. So they will o�en run afoul of Carnap’s (1947)
famous total evidence requirement.�e degrees of belief generated by these methods
won’t generally match the quantity of support supplied by your total evidence.38,39

But satisfying the requirement of total evidence is largely hopeless for limited
agents like us. Even many permissivists will acknowledge that our statistical evidence
o�en dictates a fairly narrow range of degrees of belief. And given our limited abilities,
we’ll rarely hit that target exactly. We are pretty much never capable of examining
and correctly responding to all the relevant evidence in our possession. For example,
if I walk into a Las Vegas casino and pull up a chair at a blackjack table, I’ll have
credence 1/13 that the next card dealt will be an ace. But that’s almost certainly not
the exact degree to which my total evidence supports that proposition. I know it’s
against the casino’s interest to deal aces to punters. Yet I also know that casino’s are
heavily regulated in Nevada, and that there are safeguards in place to prevent them
stacking decks. On the other hand, I have heard of cases where casinos broke the
rules. On still another hand, regulators have imposed additional constraints since
then. And so on.

Maybe in this case my total evidence really does support credence 1/13 exactly.
But if it does, it’s just a �uke. When we do hit the target exactly, it’s going to be a rare
matter of luck. Presumably, the best we can hope for is to come close to what our

38It may be somewhat anachronistic to interpret Carnap’s requirement as governing degrees of
belief. As Carnap originally formulated the requirement, it governed “applications of inductive logic”
and “degrees of con�rmation”. However, Carnap was concerned with applying inductive logic to settle
one’s betting odds, which traditionally have been closely associated with degrees of belief. Moreover,
author’s since have taken Carnap’s requirement to govern degrees of belief: see Good (1967) and Neta
(2008), for example.

39�anks to an anonymous referee and Mike Titelbaum for their help clarifying several aspects of
the discussion in this section.
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evidence supports a lot of the time. So if the total evidence requirement really is a
requirement of rationality, we are irrational a great deal of the time.
�e natural thing to say, of course, is that the total evidence requirement is a

requirement of ideal rationality, not of the kind of rationality we ordinarily attain
and attribute to one another: what Titelbaum (2013) calls “everyday” rationality. I
am skeptical of the notion of ideal rationality at play here. But for simplicity, let me
grant for the sake of argument that the total evidence requirement is a requirement
of ideal rationality, though only of ideal rationality.�en the question that remains
is whether there is any residual reason to think methods like SCM and EAM fail
to deliver rational or justi�ed beliefs in the everyday sense, the one we are actually
capable of attaining on a regular basis.

One line of thought is that we should process as much evidence as is available,
so that our beliefs have the best shot at being accurate. �e theorems of Good
(1967) and Oddie (1997) might be taken to support this line. But for limited agents
who can’t process all their evidence, much less process it all correctly, the best way
of maximizing accuracy may be to process as much evidence as they can process
e�ectively. For example, Dallmann (manuscript) shows that there is a clear sense in
which agents with limited memory best serve the aim of accuracy by processing just
some of their evidence. (See Sta�el manuscript for a di�erent sort of result bearing
on the gap between ideal and non-ideal agents, and for a broader discussion of the
ideal/non-ideal gap in epistemology.)

In fact, in an important sense it can be clearly irrational to do what ideal rationality
supposedly requires. To borrow a particularly extreme example from Talbott (2005),
consider the question whether the trillionth digit of π is odd or even. Given our
limited processing abilities, the rational response to this question is to have credence
1/2 in each answer. But standard theories of ideal rationality require credence one in
the even answer instead—the trillionth digit of π is a 2, as it turns out, an a priori
truth deducible from our evidence. �e only way you could have actually arrived
at that answer, though, would have been to take an arbitrary guess. And if you had
done so, you would have been unjusti�ed in your belief, irrational.
�e example illustrates another important distinction, supplemental to the ideal/

everday distinction. Simon (1976) famously distinguishes between substantive ratio-
nality and procedural rationality. Considering only the substance of the question
about π’s trillionth digit, your evidence logically entails that even is the correct answer,
so credence one in even is the rational attitude. But considering the procedure used
to arrive at the judgment, that belief would not be rational in your case. Arbitrary
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guessing is not a rational procedure. Indeed, given the procedures you have available
to you, the only rational attitude in the procedural sense is credence 1/2.
�e substantive/procedural distinction is important because it isolates a sense in

which judgments can be rational even when they depart quite a bit from the ideal.
Even when your credence is 1/2 instead of 1, it is still rational in the procedural sense.
Indeed, it is more rational than a credence of 9/10 would be, even though 9/10 would
be closer to the ideal, in the substantive sense. Likewise, even when two agents with a
shared body of total evidence reach radically divergent conclusions via a method like
SCM, one concluding P and the other concluding ¬P, they can be equally rational,
in the procedural sense. Each has proceeded exactly as she should have, and holds
the belief she ought to hold as a result.40

Some defenders of Uniqueness may respond that they are concerned solely
with ideal rationality. Indeed, White (2013, 312) clari�es his (2005) statement of
Uniqueness in terms of “full” rationality. But consider why questions of ideal
rationality are interesting.

One reason for contemplating ideal rationality is to use it as a proxy for something
else. We might contemplate the beliefs of ideally rational agents because they will
track what we’re really interested in, namely evidential support. If what we’re really
a�er is whether there is always a unique, objective fact about whether E supports P,
then we might ask what an ideally rational agent would make of E’s bearing on P.

In that case however, what we’re really interested in is Univocity. And we’ve
already seen that Univocity is well-supported by the instability argument. �e
question whether Uniqueness is also true is distinct, as are the implications for peer
disagreement and related issues. As we saw in §6, we bene�t our understanding by
distinguishing these questions, and by attending to the ways they can come apart for
everyday rational agents.

A second reason one might be interested in ideal rationality is as a guide to
everyday rationality. For example, Titelbaum (2013) defends the project of studying
idealized Bayesian models of rationality as “an important �rst step” in �guring out
what everyday rationality requires. If we can �rst sort out what ideal rationality
requires, then we can start going about �guring out how to come as close to that
ideal as possible, given our limitations.

Yet here again, the present project proves important. Ideal agents align their
credences with the support of their total evidence, we are supposing. But given our
limited memory, time, and computational powers, we can’t do that exactly and in
every case. So how can we come close? Psychologists tell us that we have methods

40Relatedly, see Titelbaum’s (2016) distinction between prescriptive and evaluative rationality.
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like SCM and EAM at our disposal. And we’ve seen that our use of such methods
illuminates normative phenomena like moderation and near agreement (§6). So
even if Uniqueness is true for ideally rational agents, we should be interested in
the ways it fails for everyday rationality. Doing so helps us understand the everyday
phenomena, so that we can come closer to the rational ideal.

8. Conclusion

�ere is a di�cult tension in the way we think about rationality and evidence. On
the one hand, to hold a belief is to reject alternatives, and thus to treat one’s own
stance as superior. At the same time, we recognize that opinions vary and that it’s
o�en di�cult—even impossible—to say who went wrong where.�e former line of
thought seems to push us towards an uncomfortably stern-looking objectivism, the
latter towards an uncomfortably unstable-looking subjectivism.

A way out of this dilemma emerges when we embrace objectivity in the form of
Univocity rather thanUniqueness, and subjectivity in the formof permissivism but
not relativism.�ere are objective, non-relative facts about what the evidence says.
But they are complex and di�cult to discern, and our best methods for discerning
them are variable. So it’s no surprise that we’re o�en unsure exactly which take on the
evidence is right, yet con�dent that wildly di�erent interpretations must be wrong.

In our pursuit of beliefs that align with the evidence, some variation is inevitable,
and permitted. But the pursuit of perfect alignment is still obligatory.�ese subjective
and objective considerations create the illusion that pulls us in two directions at once.
�e stable solution is to see each element for what it is, so that we can embrace both.
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